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"UnityComm" reimagines community engagement in Dundee by providing Maryfield with a 
mixed-use community centre that blends sustainable amenities with open spaces to 
encourage walking and engagement. Inspired by community needs, the design symbolizes 
interaction with the movement of interlocking hands and features three zones: initiation, 
connection, and unity.  

This project demonstrates collaboration across disciplines and institutions, using This project demonstrates collaboration across disciplines and institutions, using 
innovative ways to share ideas. A co-design tool, community engagement, and an architect 
interview were crucial in shaping the final design. Inspired by the 20-minute 
neighbourhood ideology, UnityComm promotes local living and reignites the neighbourhood 
allowing residents to reach all basic facilities within a 20-minute walk there and back 
and interact between each other.
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Overview:
The Co-Design Tool is a user-friendly item created to 
involve residents in redesigning Dens Road Market. It 
allows them to think themselves as urban designers 
and easily share ideas about what changes they'd like 
to see in the neighborhood.

Features:Features:
- Interactive site plan: Users can pick and drag items 
onto a plan of Dens Road Market.
- Tags: Users choose from different categories like 
facilities, green spaces, and needs, then place them on 
the map to show what they think is missing.
- Collaboration: Residents can discuss and share their - Collaboration: Residents can discuss and share their 
ideas within the tool.

Purpose:
The tool's goal is to gather input from residents on how The tool's goal is to gather input from residents on how 
to improve Dens Road Market. It helps ensure that the 
redesign reflects what the community wants and 
needs, making the neighborhood more vibrant and 
accessible.

Summary of the 
equipment used and a 
video demonstration of 
its application among 

Maryfield residents.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1avFHLXXb9XdtFBl4e-
Q7RTPcM24xPulRv/view
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Interview with fraser 
middleton - lead of arktx 
chartered architects.
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Dens Road Market, a significant 4100 
m2 building, began its journey in 1855 

as a weaving factory in Dundee's 
Maryfield and Hilltown areas. Over 

time, it transformed into a lively 
marketplace where locals gathered 

for community and second-hand 
treasuretreasures. Sadly, declining interest 
led to closure in 2013, leaving behind 

remnants of its industrial past. 

Meridian Village DA, Clyde 
North, Melbourne, Australia

MeridiMeridian Village reimagines 
suburban shopping with an 
open-air layout, blending 
retail, commercial, and 
entertainment spaces in a 
vibrant public plaza that 
fosters community 
connectconnections and reflects 
Clyde North's heritage.
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MENZIESHILL COMMUNITY HUB
Dundee, United Kingdom

Menzieshill's renewal, guided Menzieshill's renewal, guided 
by Holmes Miller and the 
Council, reimagines its center 
with a revamped community 
hub. The new hub features a 
community garden and a 
library offering digital 
literacy courses, reflecting 
the neighborhood's revived 
sense of community.

SOS Children’s Village Lavezzorio Community 
Center, Chicago, USA

the Lavezzorio Community Center blends social the Lavezzorio Community Center blends social 
services and neighborhood resources for SOS 
Children’s Village Chicago. Daycare classrooms 
and community rooms fill the naturally lit 
interior, with a unique structural stair 
connecting levels. Locals played a key role in 
shaping the hub to meet community needs.

the plan was to build the 
children adventure park (in 2013 
there was none)

- the proposal kept inintial 
beams of the building and the end 
result was mimicing the initial 
forms of the building however 
the majority of the building was 

Community collaboration is crucial in the design 
process, making sure everyone feels included and 
valued. At Dens Road Market, this teamwork is 
shown through the symbolic hand interlocking 
movements, which stand for unity and shared 
goals. 

-
By looking at case studies of successful 
community hubs, we learned how to create spaces 
that meet local needs. Talking directly with the 
community, interviewing an architect, and using 
co-design tools it helped gather everyone's ideas. 

-
This way, the redesign of the market reflects 
what the community wants. The transformation 
of Dens Road Market is more than just a physical 
change; 

-
- “it's about building stronger social connections”

. This approach makes sure the new market 
becomes a lively, useful, and cherished community 
hub, inspired by other successful projects and 
setting a new example for collaborative urban 
planning.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a-
JRzcGYqZ0-nds1liJzx2oXAgchl_04j/view
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Diagram 1

through sketch model making 
multiple insights were gained. 
all together 10 models were 
made were the main focus 
was on exploring shapes and 
forms to discover new 
possibilites of the space and 

crecreate new insights, 

Models were also  exploring  
the initial building 
structures with the main 
focus on iron beams as it is 
considered to be the mai n 
support element of the 

building

Multiple zoning diagrams 
were drawn inspired by 
co-design task insights and 
sketch model making . One 
zoning diagram became the 
final layout of the project 

and it is diagram number 3 

The final 
scale model

 comprises four distinct
 parts each serving a 

specific purpose. Firstly, 
the base represents a

 1:2 1:200 scale model of the entire 
building building structure, with a particular 
emphasis on showcasing the elevated 

roofs. Moving upwards, the next 
component is a 1:100 scale 

representation of the proposed steps 
design. Above this, we find a 1:100 scale 

model depicting the initiation zone, 
hohousing a cafe/restaurant and 

initiation center. Finally, the tallest 
piece of the model is a 1:100 scale 

rendition of one of the roof structures, 
intended to illustrate its construction 

and the potential addition of 
translucent roofing materials.

for the main theme of the 
models became the movement 
of hands. By exploring the 
movement of interlocking 
hands I delved into meaning 
of the word support and how 
it  can be depicted in real life.

Diagram 2

Diagram 3  
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QOuTwf35Wr-
jnnE-NRYIRQTOFyF2fQiPy/view


